CONFIRM DOOR TYPES, PAINT
SHADES VS. WOOD FINISH
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ELEVATIONS

SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"              DRAWING REF: A1

1 ELEV - BREAK EAST

2 ELEV - BREAK WEST

3 ELEV - MEETING + OPEN WORK AREA

4 ELEV - PLOTTER / STORAGE NORTH

5 ELEV - PLOTTER / STORAGE SOUTH

6 ELEV - SUPPLIES WEST

7 Elevation 1 - a

8 Elevation 1 - b

9 ELEV - MAIN ENTRY

10 Elevation 2 - a

MDF SHELVING ON STANDARDS?

CONFIRM DOOR TYPES: PAINT
GRADE F VS. WOOD FG

grommets, trash drawer vs. pull out trash?
34" H vs. 30" H
full casework or as shown?
backsplash or not? P/d okay?

PlanRVA TI - THE CURRENT
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GLASS WALLS

1. BASE BID: PRIMARY DESIGN BASED OFF OF DEMOUNTABLE SYSTEM
2. DEDUCTIVE ALTERNATE: STOREFRONT SYSTEM
3. DEDUCTIVE ALTERNATE: HOLLOW METAL SYSTEM

LIGHTING AT HELP DESK

1. BASE BID: PERIMITER LIGHTING SURROUNDING SOFFITS
2. AD ALTERNATE: STRETCHED LIGHTING; BODISIS LIGHT

DOORS

1. BASE BID: SLIDING GLASS DOORS AT OFFICES + HUDDLE ROOMS
2. DEDUCTIVE ALTERNATE: SWINGING SOLID WOOD DOOR

CARPET

1. BASE BID: MATERIALS WITHIN DRAWING SET
2. DEDUCTIVE ALTERNATIVE: CARPET AT INSTALLED PRICE OF $30 PER SQUARE YARD